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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

Designer: Manuel Vivian

Fairy 12 R Suspension by Axolight

A suspended light, with a linear arrangement, the Fairy 12 R is
comprised of 12 individual Fairy lights hanging from a rectangular
ceiling canopy. The Fairy lights were designed by Manuel Vivien
for Axolight. Vivien had experimented extensively with blown
glass, before becoming an interior designer. The Fairy lights are
iconic for their multifaceted, glass diffusers. The light sparkles and
reflects light, even when not turned on; similar to the effect of a
kaleidoscope. The ceiling canopy has a white varnished finish,
while the frame of the suspensions is chrome plated. The glass is
available in a choice of three colours: amber, crystal or grey. Fairy
12 R measures 1.2m in length and each suspension hands in
different heights, creating a playful effect. The linear suspension
is perfect to be installed above a dining area, reception or
breakfast counter. Guaranteed to create a sparkling and romantic
atmosphere.

?he Fairy Collection includes a wall light, ceiling light and a
recessed light all with the signature glass diffuser with a multitude
of facets, in grey, amber or crystal. The family also includes more
suspensions with one or more lights suspended from round or
rectangular ceiling canopies, please contact us for more
information and pricing.

Note: Driver included.

PRODUCT SPECIFICATION

Light
Source:

12 x 6.4W, 2700K, 565 lumens

IP Code: 20

Dimming: Dimmable via 1-10V dimming systems. Please
consult your electrician, additional wiring may be
required on site.

Dimensions: 120 cm length
20 cm width
Ø 9 cm individual glass diffuser
30.5 cm individual pendant height
max 250 cm drop height
101 x 6.1 x 12.5 cm ceiling canopy
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